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Abstract. Recommendation for public radio is a challenging area. In contrast to
music recommendation, which has been intensively discussed in research as well
as in practice, recommendation for radio has some special additional challenges
as it mixes diverse formats, such as news, articles, audio dramas, biographies,
etc. Focusing on the interaction design of a radio player, we bring up and discuss
these special challenges and find that in a radio recommender context, optimal
interaction design has conflicting issues with optimal algorithmic design.
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Motivation and problem

While the entertainment industry has created popular apps, such as Spotify and Netflix,
with powerful recommendation systems behind them, public radio has received less
attention in recommender systems research. As in a lot of countries, people pay for
broadcast receiving licenses in order to finance public radio, and there is always a latent
need to come up with appealing solutions that provide value as perceived by the user.
Apart from the public value provided by public radio programs, individuals’ appreciation of public radio depends on not only the content but also, and perhaps more importantly, the user’s interaction with the radio application.
What makes recommendation approaches for public radio so much different from
the well-known approaches for music, movies, or TV recommendation, and what implications do these differences have for the design of recommender systems?
Challenge 1. First, from a content perspective, radio is a mixture of diverse formats, such as news, articles, audio dramas, biographies, long features, talks, interviews,
and—last but not least—music. Additionally, live formats, like dial-in games, are an
option as well. A direct implication of these heterogeneous formats is that each format
requires its own recommendation algorithms. For instance, as research on recommendation has brought up the discussion of where and whether to draw the border of a filter
bubble [1,2], in the context of news, this has to be considered carefully for a radio

broadcaster with a public mission. In contrast, recommendation for music is deliberately intended to build a closed world and filter out music that the user dislikes. Even
interaction behavior might differ for each format. This mixture of formats makes building a recommender system for radio significantly different from building recommender
systems for homogeneous content types like movies, series, or music.
Challenge 2. From an interaction perspective, portable radio accompanies the user
everywhere while he/she does other things, such as driving or washing dishes. In the
core use case of radio listening, there is no choice process as would be the case for a
“lean-back experience” (e.g., browsing), a term coined by movie recommender systems. That is, because users do not spend two hours with one choice (as in the case of
a movie) but rather get a stream of audio pieces that are a couple of minutes in length
each, users are less willing to spend time with their choice. Also, there are no interactive
recommendation games like in Netflix. Rather, the interaction with traditional linear
radio is reduced to the max: tune in and tune out; listen or ignore. In order to stay with
this paradigm, interactive radio must stay as simple as possible. Few interaction possibilities, however, result in few (distinguishable) data.
Challenge 3. One-time consumption. Whereas users do not mind hearing songs
they like over and over again, they do not usually feel this way about news. Users might
want to repeat news in some cases, but generally not more than one time. Whereas
eliminating duplication and not playing the same content again sounds simple, it is not.
It is challenging to decide whether a news audio piece provides new details compared
to other news that has already been played or whether it is better to skip that particular
piece.
Challenge 4. There is a steady content stream of new media coming in every day
that a radio recommender system has to cope with. Whereas a lot of recommender systems researchers tackle the “cold-start problem” [5,6]—when little is known about the
interaction of users of new media—radio recommender systems also face another problem: after four to six weeks, the content disappears from the media library again, reducing the value of past interaction data for, as an example, collaborative filtering.
Challenge 5. Context-Dependency. Radio is highly contextual, depending on the
day of the week, the time, user mood, and the things users do while listening. The hypothesis of a context-aware recommendation is that it can significantly improve recommendation accuracy because playlists can be tailored according to the actual condition
of the context [9]. Whereas considering contextual information in recommendations is
one challenge, getting the contextual information is another. In a mobile radio context,
mobile device sensors can determine if the user is moving, relaxing, or playing sports
and then incorporate this information into the recommendation playlist [10].
Challenge 6. Program management. Program managers have gained experience
over the years regarding which content to play at which time and in which order as well
as how to assemble and mix the content so that the program will be entertaining for the

user. When assembling radio playlists automatically, this program managing experience has to be reflected in recommender algorithms (sequential recommendation [8]).
Interdependencies between audio pieces have to be taken into account in general. There
are some well-known examples of misplaced advertisements (e.g., the headline “11year-old charged with driving drunk” followed by a beer advertisement). The ability to
mix content can therefore range from a faux pas to enjoyable radio.
Whereas all these challenges relate to algorithmic design, especially challenges 1, 2,
and 3, also have a major impact on interaction design. In the following section, we take
a closer look at interaction design challenges for radio recommender systems.
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Interaction design in radio players

When designed to be interactive, radio necessarily takes the shape of an audio player,
typically providing play/pause, previous, and next interaction buttons. Whereas from a
user’s perspective, it is generally sufficient to have these three buttons, for a recommender system, these are rather inadequate as it is hard to distinguish the intention behind hitting a button (e.g., the next button). In a music context, to understand the preferences of the user, the following questions arise: Why did the user click on the next
button? Does he/she generally dislike this kind of music, or does he/she just not want
to listen to it right now? This discrimination does not matter to the user in the moment
he/she hits the button, but it matters very much to the recommender system. A way to
find out the user’s preference could be to provide additional like and dislike buttons, so
when a user hits a button, it does not need to be interpreted (though there is a trend
toward implicit feedback [7]). Following this approach, in some popular music player
apps, there are like and dislike buttons in addition to previous and next buttons.
Going back to the radio context again, the situation gets much more complex. In a
radio context, when news, radio dramas, and other formats are mixed, the reasons behind users’ hitting the next button are much more diverse and are important to understand for a good recommendation: the user may not find the topic to be interesting,
he/she may have heard the content before, he/she may find the topic interesting but is
uncomfortable with the speaker’s voice, the user may find the topic interesting but may
not want to hear it right then, etc. If buttons were added for every possible cause (e.g.,
“I don’t like the speaker”), the user interface would inevitably become complex and
messy. As a result, we find that in a radio player context, the tasks of designing interactions and designing recommendation algorithms have conflicting objectives.
The concept of traditional radio interactions (i.e., almost no interaction at all)
matches the design paradigms of mobile app interaction very well. Mobile apps have
made a simple interaction design imperative: “Not only are the apps easy, but so are the
processes,” (translated from German) said Jens Wehrmann, CEO of Mobile Software
AG [3]. Thus, a very reduced interaction design of a player fits well with the radio
domain.

In contrast, recommender systems follow a different approach: the more data (in
terms of amount as well as diversity), the better. Recommender systems cannot reach
their full potential with little data or with data that while available, still needs to be
interpreted. Especially in a radio player context, we find a mismatch between optimal
interaction design and optimal algorithm design. Hence, a tradeoff has to be made between optimal interaction design and optimal algorithmic design in this context.
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Further research

The findings herein give rise to research on how users behave when having multiple
buttons to express their interests and preferences in a radio player context. Spotify has
made interesting contributions with their combination of a like and next button: namely,
the ratio of like and dislike does not always correlate with user engagement. In other
words, implicit and explicit feedback does not lead to the same results. According to
Spotify, “what users say they like is not always what they watch/listen” [4]. This puts
the usefulness of additional buttons in question and limits their value. Further research
has to show which buttons make sense to include in player design and which buttons
eventually produce data that enable recommender systems to give appropriate recommendations.
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